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Abstract

We present a model for developing rule-based process
servers with extensible syntax and semantics. New pro-
cess enactment directives can be added to the syntax of the
process modeling language, in which the process designer
may specify specialized behavior for particular tasks or task
segments. The process engine is peppered with callbacks
to instance-specific code in order to implement any new di-
rectives and to modify the default enactment behavior and
the kind of assistance that the process-centered environment
provides to process participants. We realized our model in
the Amber process server, and describe how we exploited
Amber’s extensibility to replace Oz’s native process engine
with Amber and to integrate the result with a mockup of
TeamWare.

1. Introduction

The essential concept underlying Process-Centered En-
vironments (PCEs) is language-based extensibility. That is,
each PCE provides a language in which users specify the
desired tailoring of the system’s behavior to their particular
needs and requirements. In other words, they represent the
process in the process modeling formalism provided by the
PCE, and this process model is then interpreted or executed
by the PCE’s process enactment engine. Such “first-order”
extensibility has been widely investigated for a decade or
so, and several major paradigms for process modeling for-
malisms have been investigated, including rules, Petri nets,
grammars, task graphs, and imperative code [20].

A related “second-order” kind of extensibility involves
the ability to modify or re-engineer the process, perhaps
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dynamically while a given process instance is in progress.
Termed process evolution, this concept has also been in-
vestigated in recent years in the software process commu-
nity [22]. Reflection has been one influential language-
based approach to evolution [2].

Such first- and second-order, fixed-language and fixed-
interpreter, extensibility is inherently limited, however, in
two major respects:

� Language — The expressive power of the particular
process modeling language and its computation model
determines the scope of extensibility, even when in vivo
evolution is supported. That is, the assistance the PCE
can give the user(s) in carrying out a given process is
a priori restricted when the process model is written,
or modified, to those processes that can be defined in
the language and how that language is enacted by the
process engine. For example, process-wide constraint
enforcement is readily supported in most rule-based
process formalisms via overloaded (data type-specific)
pre-conditions on primitive operations (like OzWeb’s
read and write [11]), whereas constraints usually
must be specified on a per task basis in Petri nets (e.g.,
predicates in FUNSOFT nets [12]). On the other hand,
modular process hierarchy, which is built-into many
(extended) Petri net formalisms, may not be directly
supported in rule-based PCEs.

While some extensions to the basic language paradigm
may be done at the time the language is designed (such
as extending Marvel rules with control annotations that
indicate partial rule chains should be enacted as all-
or-nothing transactions [4]), clearly not all desirable
functionality may be envisioned a priori, when the
language and its engine are designed and implemented.
The inherent challenge of extensibility lies in the fact
that the added-on feature(s) had not been thought of at
the time of the initial design, or else they would already



be in the language/system in the first place.

� System — Process modeling may be viewed as supply-
ing a language-based application programming inter-
face (API) to the services provided by the PCE. Again,
the single and fixed API, and single and fixed inter-
preter or execution engine, effectively limits the capa-
bilities of the system with regards to its behavior in
supporting human process participants. For example,
adding process monitoring, e.g., for measurement pur-
poses, may require addition of interception techniques
and logging facilities to track and record process ac-
tivities. Adding guidance support, e.g., to notify users
when tasks become enabled and allow them to select
among currently enabled tasks, may demand addition
of an agenda mechanism in which to store some repre-
sentation of the enabled tasks [29].

Such extensions might be written directly in an impera-
tive process programming language like APPL/A [28],
but for most declarative process modeling formalisms
adding on such functionalitynecessarily involves mod-
ifying the underlying process enactment engine and/or
integrationwith other (sub)systems, independent of ex-
tensions to the language per se. In other words, the
process modeling API generally does not provide the
primitives necessary to substantially change the mech-
anisms by which the PCE supports process enactment.

There are two main alternatives for advancing to “third-
order” beyond the fixed single-language/single-interpreter
extensibility: One is to eliminate the “singleness”, through
a multi-lingual approach, and the other is to eliminate the
“fixedness”, through a meta-lingual (henceforth metalin-
guistic) approach. These approaches are not mutually ex-
clusive, they could in principle be combined, but we do not
address this here.

Multi-lingual extensibility can itself be sub-divided into
two different approaches: The first enables multiple lan-
guages to co-exist as peers, their independent process en-
gines interfacing to a common process state (or enabled pro-
cess task) representation, in the style of ProcessWall [13],
perhaps but not necessarily with an external task scheduling
mechanism [24]. The second approach is based on layers,
with translators from higher to lower levels and a “process
assembly language” at the bottom. We have begun investi-
gation of the former approach, see [7], and studied the latter
extensively as described in [26, 14, 19].

While enhancing the level of abstraction and potentially
realizing the various enactment models intended for the dif-
ferent languages, the multi-lingual approach is ultimately
still dependent on the capabilities of the underlying inter-
preter (and/or the assembly language) in the layered case,
or on the process state/task server, in the peer case.

In our metalinguistic approach to “third-order” extensi-
bility, the basic process modeling language can be extended
with new syntax to include user-invented process enactment
directives, and the interpreter can be augmented with new
semantics to implement the new directives, to interpret the
original syntax in a multiple different ways, and to add new
process assistance services. This approach is analogous to
metalinguistic abstraction in Scheme [10]. Then tailored
instances of the PCE can be employed in a great variety of
applications, including those not envisioned at the time the
system was originallydeveloped. It is important to note that
here we generically extend the process system itself (i.e., the
PCE), as opposed to refining, or evolving, a specific process
definition (e.g., as in [1]).

Metalinguistic extensibility introduces difficult techni-
cal problems. In particular, the process interpreter must be
designed to allow “deep” insertion of, and a structure for
invoking, independently-written code that changes its inter-
nal behavior — without affecting or conflicting with built-in
capabilities or other external extensions.

In the rest of this paper, we focus on a particular process
paradigm, i.e., rule-based, to which we have applied our
metalinguistic approach. While we believe that metalin-
guistic extensibility is, in principle, generically applicable
to other popular process formalisms, we have no supporting
evidence yet. We demonstrate here only that our metalin-
guistic approach is very effective for extending the process
assistance afforded by rule-based PCEs.

Section 2 describes the application of our metalinguistic
approach to rule-based PCEs in general, and the range of
potential extensibility adaptations. Section 3 discusses the
mechanisms required to realize the metalinguistic approach,
and presents an extensible rule-based process server, Amber,
in which such mechanisms were implemented. Section 4 il-
lustrates Amber’s extensibility with respect to two different
kinds of process enactment functionality: one that added
multi-server connectivity and process interoperability in the
style of Oz [6, 5], and another that added more intuitive
process modeling (than plausible with rules) as well as on-
line process visualization by integrating Amber/Oz with a
mockup of the TeamWare research prototype from the Uni-
versity of California at Irvine [9]. Section 5 summarizes the
contributions of this research.

2. Spectrum of (Rule-based) Metalinguistic Ex-
tensibility

Rules come in many forms. Some kinds have two
parts (condition and action, or logical precedent and conse-
quence), while others have three parts (condition, operator
and effect, or event, action, postcondition). Some systems
support only forward chaining, some only backward chain-
ing (or inferencing), some both; AI planning systems ef-



fectively simulate chaining to draw up a specified plan. To
generalize the discussion on rules (while focusing on PCE
rules), however, we assume that each rule-based process
modeling language (PML) has the following constructs:

� A condition, which specifies a predicate to be checked
before the rule is executed. The condition may be
formed over local or global process state variables as
well as system variables.

� An activity that encapsulates the actual process step
modeled by this rule. An activity typically involves
invocation of an external "tool" application, on data
which may be modeled in the PCE (in PCEs that sup-
port data integration) or also external, and by (possibly
a set of) users which may or may not be designated in
the body of the activity (e.g., by roles).

� A set of effects, which specify the assertions to be made
on the process state as a result of the activity invocation.
Although some rule formalisms combine activities and
effects as "actions", it is usually more convenient to
separate these sections in PCEs due to the fact that
activities are typically external to the PCE engine.

� Chaining policies, which determine the control-flow of
the process, i.e., when and how one rule invokes au-
tomatically other related rules as a result of a logical
matching between them, as well as means to manually
restrict automatic invocation. >From PCE perspective,
chaining is effectively the process enactment mecha-
nism. Matching may be intentionally formed by the
process modeler who wishes to bind several activities,
or automatically inferred by the rule interpreter, al-
though they are in general indistinguishable from the
process engine perspective.

Due to the high-level nature of rules, there is a wide range
of possible adaptations that can be made with respect to
process enactment. (Recall that we discuss here extensions
to the language and/or interpreter which affect all process
instances, as opposed to tailoring a specific instance.)

The first extensibility aspect concerns types of rules and
their special properties. Rule type extensibility is open-
ended. For example, to add guidance support, a special kind
of "guidance" rules may be introduced, which entail special
runtime support that may be supplied via callback functions
(see Section 3. Another kind of rules may weaken the con-
straining notion of condition and continue execution even
if the condition is not satisfied (e.g., to permit and monitor
process exceptions). In order to support such extensibility,
the original language must have a basic rule categorization
mechanism into which new "basic" types can be added.

The second aspect is the chaining directions and modes.
As mentioned above, the two basic directions are backward

chaining, i.e., firing rules which may satisfy an unsatisfied
condition, and forward chaining, i.e., firing rules whose con-
dition became satisfied (or enabled) as a result of asserting
the effects of another rule. One extension in systems with
one direction might be to add the other direction. However,
such modification would be in general very hard to attain
as an afterthought, as it requires to essentially reimplement
the core of the interpreter. On the other hand, bi-directional
chaining allows for two other hybrid extensions, both of
which can be extended: forward chaining during backward-
chaining, and backward chaining during forward chaining.
The former may be attempted when the effect of a rule sat-
isfies the conditions of other rules. Similarly, the latter may
be used when a condition is partially but not completely
satisfied by the previous rule’s effect. Note that the exten-
sion may or may not involve syntax changes, depending on
whether the chaining modes are selectively or uncondition-
ally applied, respectively.

A third aspect combines the two above aspects, namely,
static (matching) and dynamic (chaining) relationships be-
tween rules. An obvious static extension is to adapt the
valid matchings between (pre-existing or extended) types of
rules. For example, an interpreter extended with guidance
rules may only allow guidance rules to be associated with
other guidance rules or with mandatory system-exception
rules but not with other ordinary rules. Similar extensions
may include syntax to turn-on and turn-off chaining, whole-
sale or on a per-rule basis.

Another aspect of inter-rule relationship concerns the dy-
namic property of their execution. For example, the capabil-
ity to atomically execute a set of linked rules may be added.
This may involve syntax notations to define and or derive
the atomicity boundaries, but ultimately requires interaction
with and support of a transaction manager. Besides the fact
that such transaction manager component must exist (or be
implemented) in order to support atomicity, the interesting
point from extensibility perspective is that the interpreter
must enable interface to other sub-systems in the PCE, such
as the process data- and transaction- managers, as well as
enable integration with external sub-systems.

The final extensible property is the order of rule evalu-
ation. Some rule systems employ breadth-first invocation,
i.e., firing all enabled rules at one iteration, followed by all
subsequently enabled rules in the following iteration, and so
forth; other rule systems operate in a depth-first mode, fir-
ing an enabled rule followed by all rules which have become
enabled as a result of its effects, and so forth. As with chain-
ing direction, adding from scratch a basic evaluation-order
would be hard, but extending the basic algorithm, e.g., to
include both modes and supply syntax to determine which
mode to apply, is a feasible extension. Another ordering
policy may prioritize rule execution based on (extended)
rules types.



3. Mechanisms for Metalinguistic Extensibility
in Amber

Several key design issues enable Amber to support met-
alinguistic extensibility, i.e., to extend the syntax and se-
mantics of its base language. To focus our discussion, we
ignore many other aspects of the language/interpreter which
are not closely related to supportingextensibility (for a com-
plete account of Amber, see [26]).

Syntactic extensions can be made (only) by means of rule
annotations. Annotations are strings that can be attached to
the different sections of the rules and affect the (default)
behavior before, during, or after the execution of the rule-
section as well as the default chaining behavior into or from
the rule. Once they are added to the language, they become
“new” keywords. For example, a weak-enforce anno-
tation in the condition of the rule may only raise a warning
message when a condition is not satisfied, but otherwise
continue the execution of the rule. Note that by introducing
such annotation we give the option for process modelers to
use weak-enforcement, but don’t change the default behav-
ior. One can also change the default of its Amber instance
to be weak-enforcing, but such a change does not require
any syntax changes, only semantic ones. The restriction
to use annotations as means of syntactic extensibility pro-
vides a clean and relatively simple extension-interface with
the interpreter, because the basic rule structure, and thus
the skeletal logic of the rule-processor, are preserved. As
a result, the number of entry points for code extensions is
reasonably small, simplifying the extension task while still
enabling to insert arbitrarily complex functionality in each
of these entry points, as will be seen in Section 4.

Thus, all semantic extensions, including but not limited
to those which correspond to syntax extensions, are also
constrained to be made at well-defined specific entry points
in the interpreter, essentially to ease the extensibility task
and avoid complex control changes which might require
knowledge of the interpreter-internals. Note that if such in-
timate familiarity is required, such “extensibility” is mostly
worthless because it is limited only to the implementors of
the interpreter. Recall that our goal is to enable process
administrators to tailor the language/interpreter to fit their
special needs.

To facilitate such modular extensibility, the interpreter
is iterative, rather than a recursive one. (This is also the
reason why Amber’s rule interpreter was largely rewritten
although the basic language is similar to the Marvel and Oz
rule languages [17]). While the latter may be viewed as
more natural for implementation of rule-processing due to
the recursive nature of chaining, it is far less extensible due
to the deeply intertwined and inter-dependent rule phases.
Instead, the rule execution algorithm iterates over a sequence
of a fixed rule-phase dispatches, discussed below.

Process engine extenders can insert/revise/replace their
own functionalitybetween phases, using a table-driven call-
back mechanism. The callbacks are made to a mediator that
tailors the process engine’s semantics and interfaces to other
environment components, in a similar fashion to [30, 23].
The callbacks can interface with other sub-systems, Call-
backs can break the sequential execution, and access, in
a controlled manner, internal state of the interpreter. The
proper callback function to invoke is determined by a com-
binationof the current rule-phase, the (static) rule annotation
(if any), and the (dynamic) state of the rule (such as whether
the rule is in backward or forward chaining). This means
that callbacks reside in a multi-dimensional function array.
An interesting aspect of the callback array is that even the
number of dimensions may be extended to allow for multiple
state attributes.

Finally, since Amber supports context-switching among
multiple tasks operating concurrently or sequentially on be-
half of one or more clients, a mechanism is required to be
able to extend the rule execution ordering policy. This is
made possible by a parameterizable multi-priority queue,
where a rule’s priority is determined by its type, as defined
by the (extended) rule annotation or by the default setting.
Thus, by adding a rule type annotation and assigning to it a
priority, the execution ordering can be extended.

We proceed with an overview of the language followed
by the full rule execution algorithm.

3.1. Language Overview

Amber’s PML is based in part on the Marvle Strategy
Language (MSL) first developed for the Marvel process-
centered environment [18] and later extended in Oz (with
mostly semantic changes); most of the syntax, except for
the extensible annotations, was previously elaborated in [3].
The PML incorporates an object-oriented data definition
sublanguage for defining classes whose members repre-
sent process state and product artifacts (design documents,
source code, test cases, etc.), and a rule sublanguage that
specifies the actions that can be taken by a user or by the
environment.

The fixed portion of the rule syntax is similar to the
generic structure mentioned earlier, consisting of a rule sig-
nature (name and typed formal parameters); a binding sec-
tion for retrieving object that are related to the parameters
(derived parameters); a condition, specified as a compound
first-order predicate logic over (derived and regular) param-
eters; an activity that indicates a shell script envelope which
interfaces the PCE to external tools and executes with speci-
fied (possibly transformed) arguments; and a set of mutually
exclusive effects, each of which matches exactly one of the
possible return values from the tool envelope.

An Amber process server loads a collection of rules when



it starts up; different Amber instances may thus interpret
different rule sets, representing different processes. The
Loader utility parses a rule set and translates it into an ef-
ficient internal form, basically a rule network whose nodes
are rules and whose edges represent matches between the
condition (or bindings) of one rule and an effect of another;
the network thus reflects all possible chaining.

setup_review[?p:PROJECT,
?design_doc:DESIGN_DOCUMENT]:

# this rule prepares for a review of
# one of the project’s C files
# against its design document. It is
# triggered first when a defect
# is found in the C file, and then
# afterward whenever the C file
# is revised.

(and (bind MODULE ?m suchthat
(member [?p.srcs ?m]))

(bind CFILE ?c suchthat
(and (member [?m.cfiles ?c])

(?c.bug_status = Defected)))
(bind DOCFILE ?d suchthat

(member [?design_doc.docfiles ?d])))
:

(forall ?c
(or (?c.review_status = Revised)

automation forward
(?c.bug_status = Defected)

automation forward))

f REVIEW_TOOLS init_review
?c.change_request
?c.bug_report ?d.change_request
?d.bug_report g

(and
(?d.review_status = ReviewRequested)

automation forward
(?c.review_status = ReviewRequested)

automation forward);

Figure 1. Example Amber Rule

The rules of a process form the command set or interface
of the Amber instance. The user client or an encompass-
ing program issues requests to Amber that result in one or
more rules being instantiated and evaluated. Amber sup-
ports by default both backward and forward chaining, as
well as backward during forward and forward during chain-

ing modes, although either of these modes can be altered or
removed, either optionally (by introducing rule annotation)
or globally (by changing the default behavior).

Figure 1 shows an example rule that triggers code inspec-
tion of a C file with respect to its design document. This
rule is adapted from an Oz demo environment for the ISPW9
example process [25]. The rule specifies that the review is
performed whenever either of the conditions (a buggy C
file has been revised or a bug has been found in a C file)
are satisfied. The assertions in the effects trigger further
chaining that results in a groupware document inspection
application being run, assisting the designer and coder to
together inspect the code.

Notice the automation forward annotation which
is attached to each predicate in the condition and each as-
sertion in the effect. In Amber, each chaining type (in
this case automation) is followed by forward and/or
backward to indicate whether the chaining type applies
during forward vs. backward chaining, respectively (i.e.,
forward and backward are built-in, but automation
is not). Multiple annotations may be attached to the same
predicate or assertion, e.g., both forward chaining into and
backward chaining out of the same predicate may be sup-
ported, and/or multiple chaining types may be indicated. If
no annotation is given, then normally there cannot be chain-
ing to/from that predicate or assertion. This can be changed
in a given instance, to default to “on” rather than “off” for
any or all of the instance-specific chaining types (in which
case no chain annotations would need to be introduced).
Particular chaining types may require various arguments.
For example, we have devised a new chaining type we call
guidance, which works like automation except that
after instantiating a rule and satisfying its condition, the rule
instance is placed into a persistent agenda (“to do” list), so
one argument is whose agenda (user or group) [29].

3.2. Amber Rule Execution Algorithm

There are two auxiliary data structures, in addition to
basic rules, that are used to manage rule execution: tasks
and bulges. A task is a set of rules, together with all of their
forward and backward chaining implications. It represents
the context for all the rules invoked as the result of a top-
level rule selection from a client (a human user or program).
A bulge is also a set of rules, which represent a callback-
specifiable dependency among a collection of rules, where
either they must be executed in sequence, or a single rule
must be chosen from the bulge to run while the rest are
discarded.

Amber’s rule execution algorithm consists of two inter-
twined parts: rule selection (or scheduling) and rule exe-
cution. During the execution of a rule, it may have to be
suspended when waiting. In this case, its state is preserved,



it is context-switched, and a new rule, if any, is selected
using the selection algorithm.

Rule Selection — New tasks (which correspond to newly
issued commands) are always placed in the top-level (i.e.
highest-priority) execution queue, to optimize interactive
(user-issued) tasks. This policy is in fact hard-wired (per-
haps unnecessarily). When a task has been instantiated, the
rule interpreter runs the task until such time as it has no
more rules ready to execute. Individual rules are marked as
either “runnable” or “waiting”. A task may not have any
runnable rules because its has finished, or all of its rules
are waiting, generally for either an activity or another rule
to complete. Concurrent tasks are interleaved at the natu-
ral breaks afforded by activity invocations and backward or
forward chaining.

If a runnable bulge is found, one of its runnable rules is
selected for execution, and no more bulges are considered
in this cycle. Each bulge is also checked to see if it contains
a rule that is waiting for the completion of an activity. If
no runnable bulge is found, but there is a waiting bulge,
execution of the entire task is suspended to wait for the
activity. Any rule that may remain to be executed is in a
lower-priority queue than the waiting rule.

Rule Execution — As outlined earlier, rule execution
consists of fixed phases, separated by callback entries.

1. Enque — A rule is instantiated with parameters and
placed in a bulge in the appropriate queue, according
to its priority.

2. Begin — An instantiated rule is selected from the cur-
rent bulge.

3. Bindings — Local (to the rule) variable bindings are
established via queries to the environment’s data repos-
itory.

4. Condition evaluation — The rule’s condition is eval-
uated. Backward chains may be instantiated and en-
queued during this phase. A callback function may
filter certain entries from being enqueued, or modify
the entries to be enqueued.

5. Waiting for backward chaining — If required by the
failure of the condition in this particular Amber in-
stance, the rule interpreter attempts to perform all pos-
sible backward chains from the rule’s unsatisfied pred-
icates, until the rule’s condition is satisfied or all pos-
sibilities have been exhausted. (This is the essence of
automation backward chaining, which is built
into Amber as the default chaining type for when chain-
ing is permitted at all; a given Amber instance may
completely disallow any form of chaining.) Clauses in
the rule’s condition are considered in the order deter-
mined by a chaining callback function, and are never

reconsidered after satisfaction or exhaustion of back-
ward chaining possibilities, to prevent infinite cycling
(this decision could easily be changed, but is not cur-
rently parameterized by a callback).

6. Activity initiation— Once the rule’s conditionhas been
satisfied (or other implementor-defined requirements
for “success” have been met), the rule’s activity (a
tool envelope) is sent to the originating client with the
arguments derived for it in the rule.

7. Activity completion — The client returns a status code
and other return values at an arbitrary later time when
the tool envelope terminates.

8. Effect assertion — When the activity finishes, one ef-
fect is asserted according to the status code. etc.).
Forward chains may be instantiated. (Automatic en-
actment of those chains is the essence ofautomation
forward chaining, which is built into Amber as
the default chaining type for when chaining is per-
mitted; a given instance of Amber may support
automation forward chaining, automation
backward chaining, both or neither.) The ordering
of forward chains emanating from a given effect is
determined by a chaining callback.

9. Waiting for forward chaining — After an effect has
been asserted, the rule is retained during any forward
chains emanating from it, from its children, etc. Amber
does not use the ancestors for anything, but another
component of the environment might, e.g., in our Oz
integration the transaction manager treatsatomicity
implications of a rule as nested subtransactions [15].

10. End — Clean up after chaining, e.g., free memory al-
located to the rule and its chains. This is done after the
rule and its forward and/or backward chaining “chil-
dren” have finished, so the data structures are available
for reference throughout the full chain.

Each rule instance contains a state field indicating one
of these phases. Whenever a rule is invoked, the Amber rule
interpreter runs through these states, performing each of the
phases in turn, incrementing the state after each step, and
invoking the phase-specific callback. Note that the waiting
for backward chaining and condition evaluation phases may
cycle, as each clause in the condition is considered. The
callback functions may also request repetition of a phase
or skipping ahead (e.g., to end, to terminate a rule early).
Each phase callback is passed a pointer to the current rule
instance, and can modify its state field as well as access
the tree of parent and child rule instances through Amber’s
application programming interface (API) [21]; the rule also
contains a “work area” where the callbacks can store a block
of their own data for use by other callbacks.
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Figure 2. Amber Internal Architecture

3.3. Amber Callback Interface

Amber’s rule execution phases are illustrated in Figure 2
Each phase has two callback functions: The before function
is invoked before that phase is initiated; its return value
determines whether or not the phase is actually performed.
The after callback is executed after the phase completes, and
is passed the return value from the rule interpreter’s phase
execution. Callback functions may skip or repeat a phase,
augment a phase with additional wrap-around code, replace
the phase completely with instance-specific functionality, or
jump to any other phase. The reason for separating an after
callback of one phase from the before callback of the next
phase (as opposed to combining them) is due to the fact that
callbacks can break the sequential execution and therefore
a before callback may be invoked even though the previous
phase (in the sequential order), and thus its after callback,
have not been invoked.

We have also found it important to designate differ-
ent callbacks for forward vs. backward chaining and
for different chaining types, e.g., an instance implementor
might not want to allow automation forward chain-
ing during automation backward chaining, whereas
he/she would almost certainly want to allow atomicity
forward chaining during automation backward
chaining (otherwise all atomicity guarantees would be
thwarted). Thus there are separate callback functions for
both forward and backward chaining with respect to each
chaining type. Not all of the possible callback functions will
be used in any particular Amber instance; some of them may
never be used, but all options are provided in the interest
of flexibility. The set of callback functions are specified in
Amber’s action array of function pointers. Currently this
mediator code is linked into the Amber instance at compile-

time; an improved version would support dynamic linking.
Additional details can be found in [26].

4. Sample Extensions

4.1. Multi-Process Collaboration

Oz is a multi-site PCE that enables collaboration between
heterogeneous and autonomous process instances running
on homogeneous process engines. Each Oz environment has
its own process model, data schema, objectbase and tools.
User clients are always connected to their one “local” server
and may also open and close connections on demand to
“remote” servers. Servers communicate among themselves
to establish Treaties — agreed-upon shared subprocesses
automatically added on to each affected local process, and to
coordinate Summits — enactment of Treaty-defined process
segments that involve data and/or local clients from multiple
sites. We stretch the International Alliance metaphor, since
Treaties among sites precede and specify Summits rather
than vice versa.

A Treaty consists of a set of shared rules exported by one
site and imported by one or more other sites. A Summit
occurs when a Treaty rule is enacted with actual parameters
from two or more sites, as follows:

1. A user client selects the rule and provides arguments
from its local objectbase and any of its open remote
objectbases. The client’s local server is said to be the
coordinating site.

2. The rule parameters and variables are bound by the
process engine at the coordinating site, with remote
data automatically transferred to and cached at this site
as needed.

3. The rule’s condition is evaluated and any consequent
chaining is performed by each allied environment with
respect to its own data and according to its own local
process. In particular, if a condition predicate is not
currently satisfied on its argument(s), i.e., parameters
and/or variables, the server where the offending object
or objects reside performs backward chaining accord-
ing to its own process rules to attempt to satisfy the
predicate.

4. Once the condition is satisfied, the rule activity is run
by the initiating user client.

5. When the activity completes, one of the rule’s effects
is asserted. Any implied chaining is performed at each
site, again with respect to its own data and according
to its own process. In particular, conditions of rules in
the environment’s own process model may be satisfied



by the assertions, so these rules are triggered, perhaps
satisfying the conditions of other local rules, and so on.

6. After all such chaining has completed and the sites
have synchronized, the original Summit rule may itself
forward chain to one or more Summit rules. Then the
cycle repeats, enacting forward chains among Summit
rules in depth-first order.

The interleaving of local and Summit forward chaining
is actually more complicated than presented above. First all
local atomicity chaining is completed, then all Summit
atomicity chaining, followed by local automation
chaining and finally Summit automation chaining. The
motivation for always completing local chaining of a given
chaining type spawned from a Summit rule prior to any Sum-
mit chains due to that same rule, of the same chaining type,
is to guarantee local consistency prior to initiating global
operations. This is analogous to two-phase commit in dis-
tributed transactions, but also applies to non-atomicity
chaining.

Although Oz had its own process engine, we decided to
replace it with Amber to enable site administrators to extend
their process engines. The interesting aspect of Amber/Oz
from the extensibility perspective is that Treaties and Sum-
mits were added using the extension protocol rather than
modifying Amber itself. We focus here on Summits.

4.1.1 Amber/Oz Implementation Details

Neither atomicity nor automation chaining, nor
the concept of Summits, are built into Amber in any
way. atomicity vs. automation is specified
in the extended syntax, i.e., predicate annotations, and
the semantics are implemented in the mediator callback
code. Altogether, eight chaining types were defined in
Amber’s action array, from highest to lowest prior-
ity: Local atomicity forward chaining; Summit
atomicity forward chaining; Local automation
backward chaining; Summit automation backward
chaining; Local automation forward chaining; Sum-
mit automation forward chaining; User-invoked lo-
cal rules; User-invoked Summit rules.

Several callback functions work together to realize Sum-
mits. after eval is invoked when a rule condition eval-
uates to false. It checks whether the rule is local or Summit,
i.e., the rule is defined in an active Treaty and the rule’s ar-
guments include at least one remote object. after eval
does nothing for local rules. For Summits, the coordi-
nating site requests remote backward chaining at each af-
fected site, whose own object(s) failed a condition predicate.
after eval set the rule frame to a waiting state until all
the remote backward chains complete. It flushes remote
objects used by the rule from the objectbase cache before

starting up remote chaining, since the remote chaining may
modify these objects. after eval is one of several call-
back functions where the Amber/Oz mediator interfaces to
the environment framework’s database.

after bc is called at the end of a backward chaining
cycle, to attempt to satisfy a condition predicate. If there is a
failure of local backward chaining, for any reason (e.g., there
might be a concurrency control conflict regarding necessary
arguments for one of the chained-to rules), that failure is
reported to the user client. In the case of Summit rules, how-
ever, remote backward chaining is still performed regardless
of the success or failure of local backward chaining at the
coordinating site. An alternative model would attempt any
local backward chaining needed at the coordinatingsite first,
and only if it succeeded in satisfying the relevant predicates,
would any remote backward chaining (to fulfill the remain-
ing unsatisfied predicates) be attempted. But that would
reduce parallelism, and not necessarily reduce the appar-
ently “unnecessary” work incurred via the remote backward
chaining in such cases. We presume that in most cases the
user really does intend to perform the requested Summit
rule eventually, and will make arrangements for eventually
fulfilling all the prerequisites and try again.

set chaining types is called when instantiating
forward and backward chaining, with the list of new rule
frames generated by chaining from a particular rule. When
that chaining was ultimately triggered by a Summit rule (that
is, a rule running as part of a Summit on a non-coordinating
site), it sets the chaining type of the new rule frames to the
Summit chaining type corresponding to the type that has
been placed in the rule frames by the Amber process en-
gine. For example, if a Summit automation rule frame
generates automation and atomicity children, those
children will have their types set to Summit automation
and Summit atomicity. If it were not for this rather
subtle callback function, remote rule chains triggered by a
Summit at a non-coordinating site would not be recognized
as part of a Summit by their local process engine.

The rest of the callback functions are concerned with
transaction management. When atomicity forward
chaining is instantiated between the currently running
rule and the other rules whose conditions it satisfies,
enqueue atomicity is called for each chained-to rule to
initialize a transaction nested within the parent rule’s trans-
action, with the standard commit and abort dependencies
between the transactions. In contrast, when automation
forward chaining, automation backward chaining,
or a top-level rule is instantiated, enqueue automation
is called. In the case where there is no parent rule frame
(i.e., a top-level rule), it starts up a new top-level trans-
action. Otherwise, it starts up a transaction nested within
the parent rule’s transaction, but with no dependencies be-
tween the transactions. That is, each rule chained to during



automation is treated as an independent transaction, that
can commit or abort separately from the rest of the enclosing
rule chain, rather than as a nested subtransaction where all
or none of them commit.

When a rule is selected for enactment, summit tx is
called for Summit rules and tx init for all other rules.
The process engine is able to distinguish Summit vs. local
here, due to the “Summit” keyword in the chaining an-
notation. tx init links the rule frame and the current
transaction (recall that callback functions are passed a rule
frame pointer). summit tx prepares for a Summit by re-
trieving copies of any needed remote objects not already
cached, and links the Summit rule and the current transac-
tion. (summit tx is called as a subroutine by tx init
for a top-level Summit rule, because then the process engine
cannot distinguish local vs. Summit cases.)

rp acquire locks is called after the binding phase
for both local and Summit rules. It traverses the lists of
bound objects in the rule’s parameters and local variables,
acquiring locks on all of the objects that the rule might
access. finish rule is called after effect assertion. In
the case of a local rule, it checks whether any “child” rule
frames were generated by forward atomicity chaining.
If there are no such children, it commits the transaction
associated with the rule. But if there are any atomicity
children, the transaction is left open until the end phase
callback (commit rule below). In the case of a Summit
rule, the subroutine starts up remote forward chaining at all
relevant sites, and then proceeds as for a local rule. It sets
a site counter to the number of remote sites involved in the
Summit, for later reference by commit rule.

commit rule is called at the end of rule execution.
It commits any remaining transactions associated with
the rule (if it had atomicity chaining children when
finish rule was called). commit rule checks if the
just-completed rule was the last remaining atomicity
child of a parent rule and, if so, it commits the parent’s
transaction. For rules created by remote chaining during
a Summit, it notifies the coordinating site that chaining is
complete. For Summit rules (i.e., at the coordinating site), it
decrements the site counter used for termination detection.

Oz’s process engine was directly cognizant of locks and
transactions. Although Amber/Oz uses the same transac-
tion management component as the original Oz, described
in [16], Amber itself knows nothing at all about locks or
transactions; all code concerned with concurrency control
and failure recovery of rules and rule chains is located in
callback functions (or mediator utilities called by those func-
tions).

4.2. Integration with micro-TeamWare

TeamWare [31, 32] represents the process model as a
task graph, where nodes in the graph define process steps or
tasks. After the process engine is informed that a task has
been completed, a user selects among the connected nodes
by traversing an outgoing edge (there may be several alterna-
tives, iterations, etc.). Each node is associated with a script
that may launch some external tool. The work of multiple
users may be guided by the same task graph. TeamWare
thus provides nice process visualization features. It is well-
suited to modeling process topology, the “big picture” of
concern to managers and other non-technical users, as well
as clearly representing the workflow path and the choices
for what to do next.

In contrast, Amber/Oz’s process animation (inherited
from Oz) graphically shows chaining from rule to rule
as the chain unfolds, and the full rule network showing
all possible chaining options can be displayed. But there
is no “roadmap”, the user has to know what to do next.
(Only simple single-user processes can easily be written
as one long forward chain, where the user is told what
to do next, although we describe two different experimen-
tal extensions that would support this for multiple users
in [19, 8].) Amber/Oz, and the original Oz, provide pow-
erful execution facilities (e.g., both goal-driven and event-
driven automation), and sophisticated multi-user/context-
switching support (with collaborative concurrency control
policies achieved through the mediator interface to an ex-
ternal transaction manager [15, 16]). But the user interface
limitation has been a severe block to serious use of Oz (and
Marvel before it) by anyone other than the development
group.

Thus it seems valuable to integrate TeamWare and Oz,
to exploit the advantages of both. We did not integrate
Amber/Oz with the real TeamWare, which was temporar-
ily out of order, but instead with our toy version called
micro-Teamware (�TeamWare). We plan to later integrate
Amber/Oz with Endeavors [9], the successor to TeamWare,
following the same integration architecture.

4.2.1 micro-TeamWare Integration Approach

The gist of the integration,from the process perspective, is to
use �TeamWare task graphs to model the process topology,
the sequencing of tasks, that Amber/Oz users otherwise have
to know off the top of their head. The users can then look
at the status of the task graph to determine what to tell
Amber/Oz to do next. �TeamWare activities correspond
to entry points into Amber multi-rule chains, from which
backward and/or forward chaining could occur, and perhaps
also any follow-on rules directly selected by the user to
complete the required work. Thus �TeamWare activities



would be relatively coarse-grained compared to Amber’s
individual rules.

We took advantage of Amber’s extensibility to add agen-
das (“to do” lists), such that an enabled task intended to
be performed by a particular user automatically appears in
that user’s agenda. The user can select an agenda entry for
enactment at his/her convenience. Agendas are persistent,
so that work could easily be assigned to a user who is not
currently available. Finally, group (or role) agendas allow
for any member of the group to select the entry, so it is not
necessary to pick a particular user a priori when any user
in the group (or who fulfills the role) will do. We had pre-
viously developed a similar notion of agendas [29], but it
had never been integrated in the mainstream version of Oz
— although we were able to port some of the old code to
Amber. The agenda implementation, e.g., persistent main-
tenance of agendas, is implemented entirely in “mediator”
code, not hard-wired into Amber.

The �TeamWare to Amber interface was simple: Am-
ber’s TCP/IP message interface, in the Oz mediator code,
was extended so (1) a client can request that a particular
instantiated rule (with parameters) be added to a specified
agenda, and (2) a client can request the display of a particu-
lar agenda. Then the �TeamWare scripts, triggered when a
task node is enacted, simply send messages to add rules to
agendas. Regarding Amber’s rule phases, the callback after
the Enque phase jumps to the End phase. That is, the rule is
not executed until later selected by a user from an agenda,
when it goes through the phases normally.

An Oz graphical user interface client (based on Motif)
was modified to display agendas in the form of menus, al-
lowing the user to select instantiated rules from an agenda
for enactment at his/her convenience. The user can request
his/her own agenda, any other user’s agenda, and/or one or
more group agendas. The user interface also permits manual
construction of agenda entries. There is currently no access
control to limit agenda display or even such assignments to,
say, the requisite user and his/her manager, but on the other
hand there is nothing forcing a user to ever invoke any of
his/her assigned tasks or preventing him/her from manually
deleting them.

The Amber to �TeamWare interface was a bit more com-
plicated: Amber needed to have some way to indicate to
�TeamWare when a task node was completed and thus an
outgoing edge could be followed. The obvious way to
achieve this would seem to be through mediator callbacks.
One model would be for the mediator to maintain state in-
formation regarding whether or not a given rule chain was
triggered by selection of an agenda item that had been origi-
nally placed in the agenda by �TeamWare (as opposed to by
a user manually). Then the End callback for the top-level
rule, invoked after all chaining emanating from that rule has
completed, would send a message back to �TeamWare . But

this was problematic: Amber “knows” when a multi-rule
chain completes, but does not “know” when a set of related
chains is done. It is desirable to permit a �TeamWare task
node to model larger process segments than might be ap-
propriately implemented by a single rule chain, e.g., when
edit-compile-debug iteration is needed, or for upstream ac-
tivities like design, which may not map nicely to a sequence
of tool invocations.

A better model, also using mediator callbacks, would be
to invent a new annotation, that when included in the asserted
effect, would be interpreted by the Effect callback function
as signaling the end of the �TeamWare task. The rule con-
taining this annotation might be automatically chained to,
in cases where it is appropriate to implicitly end the task,
or might be explicitly selected by a user when the task
should only be ended at a human’s discretion. However,
this had the disadvantage of including specific knowledge
about �TeamWare in the mediator code, whereas it would
be preferable to keep agendas completely general — there
are certainly other useful purposes for them unrelated to the
�TeamWare integration.

So, we decided on a variant of the second model: in-
stead of placing an annotation in the effect of a rule whose
enactment is intended to signal the end of the encompass-
ing �TeamWare task, that rule’s activity indicates an en-
velope whose invocation would send the proper message
to �TeamWare (such messages can also be tacked onto the
end of regular tool invocation envelopes). The approach
restricted all knowledge by Amber of �TeamWare and vice
versa to their envelopes and scripts.

5. Contributions

We sketched an approach to extensible process enactment
systems to enable addition/modification of the assistance a
process-centered environment provides its users. We con-
centrated on the rule-based paradigm both because our expe-
rience lies there and because we had already shown that other
higher-level process formalisms could easily be translated
into rules for enactment. However, we plan future work
to investigate extensibility for other process paradigms, no-
tably task graphs.

We presented our realization of an extensible rule-based
process modeling language and process interpreter in Am-
ber. Amber’s syntax follows closely the notation we had al-
ready developed for Marvel and Oz, with moderate changes.
However, the rule interpreter was largely rewritten in a com-
pletely different style, basically iterative over a sequence of
rule-phase dispatches, rather than recursive with the rule
phases deeply intertwined. It was simple to insert the table-
driven callbacks, and it should be relatively easy to make
other parts of the interpreter parameterizable.

We had planned all along to replace Oz’s process engine



with Amber, and then to add various new process assis-
tance functionality to Amber/Oz such as guidance chaining
and parallelized automation chaining. But the TeamWare
integration idea came much later, and demonstrates the ver-
satility of our extensibility approach to change the process
enactment model in a way we had not originally envisioned:
integrationwith a second process engine. We cannot present
it here due to space constraints, but Amber’s extensibility
was also a significant factor in our experimental replace-
ment of ProcessWEAVER’s native Petri net-based process
engine. The power and flexibility of the callbacks mediat-
ing between the two systems was particularly critical since
ProcessWEAVER is a commercial product and we had no
access to its source code or internal documentation; see [27].
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